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POLARIZED NUCLEAR TARGETS

J. J. Jarmer

Los Alamos National Laboratory

LA?IPF,Group HP-7

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87S4S

ABSTRACT

The static and dynamic methods for producing polarized

targets are briefly discussed and compared. Nuclei that

have been polarized by these methods are summarized. The

equipment necessary for producing a working target js

desc1i5ed, as are t}tecapabilities presently avnilable at

LAMPF, A short description is presented of a polarized 13C

target proposed for IIse~t the LA14PFHRS spectrometer, as nn

example of a polarized t~rget for (lsein Ilulienlphysics

respnrch.
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1. INTRODUCTION— —.

The feasibility of performing intermediate energy nuclear physics

scattering experiments with polarized targets of pr-)tonsand deuterons has been

well established for many years. ‘[heextension of such an experimental p~ograrr

to include polarized heavier nuclej appears feasible for a certain limited

number of nuclei. One possible candidate is ‘~3C. The purpose of this paper is

to discus.: briefly the methods for polarizing nuclei, to compare the relative

advantages and disadvantages of the methods, to summarize the nuclei that haf’e

been polarized, and to describe the present experimental capabilities fo)

polarizing at LAMPF.

Consider a nucleus with spin I (I # 0), I is related to the nuclear
f

\magnetic moment p efi +
by the relation t . g — I where g is the nuclear

,2mpcj

gyr~magnetic ratio, g = u/]~N? ++ _ 5,050 x 10-24 erg/gauss is the nuclear
P

mmgneton pN, and ~ is the spin ar,gularmomerltumvector. In a polarized target

we require that the magnetic moments be aligned relative to some direction in

space. Tile magnetic moment or, equivolertiy its associated magnetic field,

provides a means to achieve preferential alignment through the use of various

techniques. Almost ml] of the techniques invol.ie subjecting the nuclear

magrleticm~,metlt to external m~gnetlc fields, which are manipulated to provide

the desired polaliyation. To define polarization qunn.itatively, coi)sidersn

etlsembleof nuclei, eflchwitl~Qpirl1. If a magnetic tield M is applied to

provide FIn axis or qualltizatiotl, the nllcle~ car) he ill RIIy OIIP or 21 + 1 energy

stntes, Qactl charRCfPri7?d by a different va]ue.of m, the projection of the spin

~ l’hev~lucs {)1m rAIIge flnm I < I < I,Vectol” 011 I.he n::ls. Tf the populutiorl

of Pacllstnte is nltl,tileI)l)lnllz~l;oll P \s glveil t)y7
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p l?”%
.-.

Whm the various energy levels are not equally populated, the msentbly is said

to be oriented. The alignment A of the assembiy is defined Dy2

A_ ~am[mz - 1(1 + 1)/3]
—.

12fiam

For spin I > 1, other parameters may be required to completely specify the

system.2 If I = 1/2, A ~.O, the polarization P describes the system.

To polarize nuclei there are several ways in which magne:ic fields ale

applied. Consider a nucleus i;,some substance. Each nucleus is subjected to

the field of its surrounding electrons, as well as those of neighboring atoms.

The net magnetic field is the sum over all other constituents within the sample.

In addition, one can apply external fields. The techniques tor applyjng fields

fall under the broad category of static methods, We p~eser,t a summc.ry from

Ret. 2.

r:. STATIC METHOD FOR POLARIZING NUCLEI.—— — .-___ .—. ....______ .. .... .

A. General Considerations

T4e basic technique is to produc~ splitting by a ~’; type int(racrion where

the lowest energy level is appreciably populrted, ‘i’hesnmple is typically

cooled tf) very low temperatllrc10 } 100 mK so t!lvdepolarizing effects of

thetmal agil.atiollaIe millimixed. otlemethod is called orlentntlon hy magnetic

tlyp~lfine :;tl{l(’tt!?’e.This techtilquemakes LISP ot the fact that unfilled

electlo,’s’leilsof a pal’nmagnetir1o11call,J1’rflucea iield at the nuclcllsof the

order of 100,()()()”(0 1,000,()()()”ga(lss. ‘1’bus,a technique thnt will :)l-ietltthe
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moments of the electrons in space will orient the magnetic fields acting on the

nuciei and hence will crient the nuclei. Using this idea paramagnetic materials

in the form of either a powder or single crystal may be polarized by cooling to

-50 mK and simultaneously applying with a magnet an external field of, say, 500

gauss. Under these conditions the electron moments are magnetized to saturation

and thus the magnetic fields they produce at the nuclei are polarized. The

nuclei themselves,however, may or may not be polarized; this depenas on the

relative values of the nuclear hyperfine splitting
PB
~, where v = magnetic

moment, B = the total field at the Ilucleus,and k = Boltzmann constant. If pB/k

is of the order of, or larger than, the lattice temperature, then polarization

and/oi alignment can occur.

In some single-crystalmaterials the direction of the crystalline electric

field is fixed relative to the crystal axes. The interaction of this electric

field with magnetic ions can restrain the direction of the magnetic field at the

nucleus. At low temperatures an alignment occurs a~ong or in a plane

perpendicular to the axis of the electric field. A polarization can be produced

by applying an additional external magnetic field. In Table I we list the

2 which is called the staticnuclei that have been pclarized by these techniques,

method. The degree of polarization that callbe obtained is a compromise among

several factors. In general the lower the temperntur? the higher the

polarizatior~;however, from ail 12xpetimel)talpoint of view the higher the

temperature the easier the problem of handling heat loads. As a rough guide, at

0.35 K, ?7C059 will have a polar-izatlonof (),25and an alignment of 0.2; 67HQ165

2will have a polarization 01 ()./5. To make more definite statements, O.’Q would

have to considet details of the desired polarized nuclei in conjunction wit4 ‘he

specifi” requirements ot the proposed exper-im~i)f,
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TABLE I

NUCLEI POLARIZED BY STATIC METHODS

23V 21Sb 62Sn 70Yb

25Hn 58Ce 65Tb 92U

27co 59Pr 66Dy 93Np

29(JJ 60Nd 67H0 94PU

33As 61Pm 68Er 95Am

Polarization can be obtained by applying with a magnet a strong external

magnetic field which acts directly on the n~clei. In addition, the material $.s

cooled to low temperati!re,the t~chniqlleis called ttiebrute-force method. It

is in principle applicable to all substances but in practice is restricted to

materials (such as metals) where the nuclea~-spin-lattice relaxation time is

short enough to permit reasonable polarization times. Ve cons~der the case of

hydrogen aridevaluate the brute-f~rce polarization at 10 T and 0.01 K. For

protons P m @N? where g . 2.79 and PN is as was given previously~

P.
[)

tanh ~’

_ ~ (2.19)(5.050 x 10-24 erg/gnuss) ~ ~ ~2 ~ ~U..,,K)1 .. -.— ——- ..——
k

. .... .
1.MW x 10””IAerg/K 7

B 10T- . —-- .
T

lo)!
O.OIK K

P- ttlllli 1(1.021 X 10’~)(lOJ)J ~ tFlllll (1.021)

P * 0.77 or 77% .
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If the temperature is increased to 0.02 K,

P = tanh (.51) = .47 or 47% .

We see that very low temperaturesand strong fields are required for reasonable

~olarization.

There are presently at least two groups, one at Karlsruhe and another at

Duke U“.iversity, who have active programs of nuclear research using the

brute-force technique. Both groups are conducting experiments with neutron

beams incidmt on the polalized target. In Table II below we indicate the types

of nuclei and polarization (at 10 T, and 0.01 K) to

method.314 There are other methods for polarizing

which shcl~~ldbe mentioned. The optical-pumpingmethod

he expected with this

nuclei, at least three of

has been used to polarize

3He gas to about 50% at a density of 10I8 atoms/m~. The rotating sample method

has polarized hydrogen in a sample of yttrium ethyl sulfate (YES). A relatively

new method called microwave-induced optical-nuclear polarization (HIONP) was

used to polarize hydlogen to 42% in fluorene. These methods all have potantial

cpFlication in produn.ing polarized nuclear targets, but at this time their

utilization has been very limited.
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TABLE II

NUCLEI POLARIZED OR PROPOSED TO BE POLARIZED

BY THE BRUTE FORCE TECBNIOUE

3He3(l/2+)r [50%]

3L16(1+), [i5%]

3Li7(3/2-), [57Z]

4Ee9(3/2-), [23%]

5Bll(3/2-), [49%]

llNa23(3/2+), [30%]

12AQ27(5/2+), [53%]

21Sc45(7/2-), [60%]

23V51(7/2-), [63%]

25Nn55(5/2-), [51%]

29Cu63(3/2-), [42%]

29cu65(3/2-), [44%]

33As75(3/2-), [20%]

41Nb93(9!2+)p [6,:]

491nl13(9/2+), [63%]

491nl15(9/2+), [63%]

55cs133(7/2+),

57La139(7/2+),

59Pr141(5/2+),

73TalUl(7/2+),

75Re185(5;2+),

75Re187(5/2+),

81TQ203(l/2+),

GlTi205(l/2+),

83Bi209(9/2-),

:27%

:30%

:45%

:35%

:48%

:40%

:53%

:53%

:54%

B. Static Kqt!lodHardware Requirements

As a general statement, static methods require very low temperature

T ~ 0.02 K. The lower the temperature, the better the polarization. To obtain

very low Temperaturea dilution refrigerator is used. An external magnet may or

may not be required, depending on the material being polarized. For materials

thal are polarized by the brute-force ❑ethod, very strong, 7 to 10 tesla,

external fields are required. Fie?.ds of this strength can be obtained with

superconductingmagnets. The polallsation .f the sample can be calculated

provided one knows the temperature.

III. DYNAt41CHETHOD FOR POLARIZING NUCLEI— . —.

A. General Considerations

Dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) techniques5’6 have been developed within

the lnst twenty years. There .Irefour basic requirements fnr DNP that are

listed jn Table 111.
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TABLE III

EXPERIHE~AL REQUIREMENTS FOR DYNAMIC NUCLEAR POLARIZATION

1. A suitable material containing the nuclei of interest along

with paramagnetic polarizing centers required for spin

pumping.

2. Cooling of the material to low temperatureT ~ 0.5 K.

3. Exposing the material to a strung and uniform (10-4) 2.5T

magnetic field.

4. Irradiating the material with microwaves at a frequency near

70 GHz.

The main features of DNP are that at low temperatureand strong field the

electrons associated with the paramagnetic centers are almost completely

polarized. The electrori polarization is then transferred to the nuclej by

applying microwave energy at the correct frequency to induce electrcn-nuclear

spill fl~ps. A key feature is that the electron-spin-latticerelaxation time is

short whjle the nuclear relaxation time is long. Thus, for example, a nuclear

spin that has been flipped parallel to the field will remain there while the

corresponding electron will flip back so that it can be used again to flip other

nuclei. In this manner microwave–inducedspin pumping permits, in some cases,

substantial polarization to be produced. Nuclei that have been polarized in

this way are listed in Table IV.
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TABLE IV

NUCLEI POLARIZED BY DNP

2He3(l/2+), [20%] 7N14(1+), [12%]

3Li6(l+), [70%] 7N15(l/2-), [12%]

3Li7(3/2-), [80%] 9F19(l/2+), [70%]

5B1O(3+), [37%] 13AQ27(5/2+), [10%]

5Bll(3/2-), [60%] 20Ca43(7/2-), [80%]

6c13(l/2+), [26%] 57La139(7/2+), [40%]

B. DNP Hardware Requirements

There are four main hardware requirements for DNP as follows:

1. A polarizing magnet capable of providing a 2.5-T field with uniformity

<10-4 throughout the target ‘Iolume.

2. A cryogenic refrigerator capable of cooling the target material to

<0.5 K.

3. A 70-CHZ microwave system.

4. A system for measuring the degree of polarization, usuaily by nuclear

magnetic resonance (NtiR)techniques.

The apparatus is shown in schematic form In Fig. 1. The magnet can be

either a conventional electromagnet with resistive vindings or superconducting.

Which type is used depends on details of the expt?riment requirements. Of

paramount importance is field uniformity throughout the target volume, which

must typically be of the order of *2.5 gauss Out of 25!000 gauss. The

uniformity requirement ensures a well-defined spin-transition frequency; a

substantial field deviation could result in a nonuniform polarization of the

sample. To achieve the low polarizing temperature of 0.5 K, two types of

refrigerator have been used, a ‘He evaporation type and n powerful dilution

cryostat. A ‘He refrigerator is shown in Fig. 1. With this system, liquid 4He
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a DNP Polarized Target.
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is used to cool the radiation shields and inner heat exchangers. To obtain

0.5 K, 3He is used in a closed-loop cryogenic mode. The room-temperature 3He

gas is delivered to the cryostat where it is cooled down and condensed to liquid

at about 2 K under a pressure of 200-400 torr. The liquid sHe then passes

through a heat exchanger (not shown) which cools it to less than 1 K, then it is

expanded directly in the target cell to a low pressure of about 0.1 torr.

Liquid 3He at C.1 torr has a temperature less than 0.5 K. Powe’fd roots-type

pumps maintain this low pressure. Refrigeration is needed because of tbe heat

load generated by the polarizing microwaves, which is typically 1-2 mW per gram

of material, and to a lesser extent that caused by a charged particle beam.

Refrigeratim is accomplished because it takes energy, the latent heat of

vaporization (about 3C joules/mole at 0.5 K), to cause atoms of 3He to change

phase from liquid to gas. After being pumped, the 3He gas is routed through a

special handling and purification system and then directed back to the

refrigerate:-.When the experiment is complete, the gas is pumped into sealed

tanks fo~ storage,

The polarizing microwaves are generated by either carcinotrons or

extended-interactionoscillator-type tubes. The frequency required is near

70 GHz. These tubes are tuned remotely to the optimum frequency for best

polarization. The microwave power is directed onto the target material by a

special wave guide.

Target polarization is measured by nuclear magr,etic~esonance (NMR). With

the NMR method two separate measurements are requjred. On,u measurement is

called the thermal equilibrium (TE) calibration. It is done with the microwaves

off and at a higher temperaturewhere the spin-system thermal relaxation time is

short enough to ensure that thermal equilibrium has been achieved. Under this

special condition the degree of target polarization (P) can be calcule.ted. For
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spin 1/2, P :=tanh (pB/kT) where the symbols

function have the same meaning as previously.

in the argument of the hyperbolic

The area of the measured TE

signal corresponds to the calculated polarization, which in turn calibrates the

measuring system. After this measurement is complete the temperature is reduced

and the microwaves -pplied. As the polarization increases so does the measured

NMR signal area; one then takes the ratio of the enhanced signal area to the TE

signal area times the calculated TE polarization to obtain the enhanced

polarization. With this method the hydrogen polarization of targets used at

LAMPF can be measured to an accuracy of about 24X.

Of critical importance to DNP is the target material. It must contain the

nu~lei of inte;est end naramagnetic polarizing centers. The solic!state physics

requirements are a short thermal relax~tion time for the paramagll.’i?icelectrons

and a much longer nuclear relaxation so that DNP can be achieved. i ~e chemistry

compatibility problems are in many cases difficult; as a result, to date, a very

broad al)plicationof DNP has not been carried out.

Within the last several years a new and quite powerful technique has been

developed in conjunction with DNP; it is called the frozen-spin target.7’8 WitI-,

this meth~d the material is polarized with a dilution refrigerator at 0.5 K and

2.5 T as already described. After polarizing, the microwaves are turned off and

the temperature of the material reduced to about 0.05 K. At this very low

temperature the nuclear spin lattit

hours, so that the polarization

frozen-spin target. At thi:;stage

2.5 T to about 0.5 T or less. The f

e relaxation time is long, about 200 to 300

is effectively frozvn, hence the

the m~gnmtic rield CRII also be reduced

eld can be reduced hy either turning

magnet dovn or physically I,mvingthe target to a region ,Iflower field,

term

from

the

This

pt.ovides two important advantages to experiments. First, the magnetic

deflection of SCattkL’d chnrged par(iclQs is suhstantinlly reduced, antiuecond,
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access for detection af particles can be increased. This

been used q:.iteeffectively with polarized proton and deuterium

IV. POLA ,IZEDTARGET EQUIPHhNT AVAILABLE AT LMPF

With targets polarized by DNP, the polarizing magnet determines the
. .

direction of the target polarizationeither n, Q, or s. Here the unit vector n
. .

is .Iormalto the horizontal scattering plane and is defined by

where #i is the incident beam momentum and to the S(!atleredparticles momentum.

it . . .
The vector ~ .’‘~- and s = !lx n .

~iil

Several complete magnet systems are available for experiments. By a system we

mean the magnet, lIY associated power supply, and control electronics, as well

as a mounting stnnd. In Table V we present a summary of these systems. Two

“~vstemsare av~ilable for use with the magnets? there are!comFlete refrigerator .

however, some compatibjllty limitations. The avallnble systems are summarized

in ‘lhble ~’r. A new very powerful 250 mlf d:lution refrigerator is under

development and uhuuld be available Ior experiments by 1987. Two complate

SystWn9 are nvnllnhle thmt provide 70 GHz m{rrnwaven with power levels up to

savernl vntls. For Ilensullngtl]etarget polFIrlzntlotllwo completa NMR systems

are ava!ldnle. Theme syslems were designd to mfwtsureproton polnlization at
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106 MHz and 2.5T field (~ -42.577 MHz/T)~ Modifications would be required to

measure the polarization of other nuclei. With some nuclei it ❑ay not be

practical to measure the polarization by NM, in which ca~e other special

techniques or new technology may be required.

POLARIZED TARGET

1.

2.

4

3.

4.

ZOLTAN C-Type

Field: 2.5 T

TABLE V

MAGNET SYSTEM AT LAHPF

Electromagnet

I..hiformity:< 2 x 10-4 throughout -05 cc

Pole Gapt 3-5/8 in
.

Field Direction: n or ~

VARIAN C-Type Electromagnet

Fieldt 2.5T

Umiformlty: <10-4

Pole Gap! 3 in
.

Field Direction: n or ~

HERA SuperconductingSplit-Coil Solenoid

Field~ 2.5 1’

bniformityt < x 10--4throughout -64 cc

Warm Borol 11 in diameter

Field Direction~ ~ OL- ;

SuperconductingSolenoid

Fieldl 2,5 T

Uniformity <10 4 throughout 390 cc

Wnrm Bore: diameter 7-1/2 in
. .

Field I)irecllonl Q or n
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TABLE VI

POLARIZED TARGET REFRIGERATOR SYSTEM AT LAllPF

1. Vertical 3He (0.5 K) refrigerator;

compatible only with the HERA magnet.

2. Vertical dilution (~ 0.05 K) refrigerator;

compatible only with the HERA magnet.

3. Horizontal or vertical 3He (0.5 K) refrigerator;

compatible with ZOLTAN, VARIAN, or HERA magnet.

v. COMPARISON OF DNP ANllSTATIC POLARIZATIONMETHODS

In Table VII we cor,,paresome general features of the DN? and static

methods.

TABLE VII

COMPARISON OF DNP AND STATIC ,OLARIZATT.ONt4ETHODS

DNP STATIC.— .—

Field 2.5 T 6 - 10 T or <IT clrpending on material
0.5 T (frozen spin)

Temperature 0.5 K <0.05 K, for urute force, <0,02 K

Polarization 20 --90% 2(]~~90%

Polnrlzntioll Change Hicrownve Reverse the npplied tleld or
Reversnl Frequency rotate the sample
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changing experimental conditions. The higher polarizing temperature is

important when the experiment requires the use of a charged-particle incident

beam. Detected count rates are directly propclrtional to the incident beam

intensitj and beam heating effects are cryogenical~..easier to handle at higher

temperatures. The ability to reverse the polarization without changing

experimental conditions is important in the reduction of s~stetnaticerrors.

With DNP this is accomplished by changing the frequency of the polarizing

microwa’tes, all other conditions remain the same. With static methods the

pola~ization is reversed by changing the polarity of the applied field or by

rotating the sample. In some cases with the static method, the extt~rnalfield

can be much sn:aller(<lT) than w~th DNP (2.5 ‘I typical). This feature has

important potel~tialadvantages for experiments that require low-momentum charged

beams or the detection of low-momentum charged particles.

Another ‘mportantconsjdertttionis thu chemical composition of the ~mrg~t

material. With DNP, paramr.gnetic.polarizing centers are required, which imposes

chemical restr~ints on the form and compatibility of the material., Existing

pola)ized hydrogen or deuterlurntaIgets Rre IIOt p(l~e hydrogen or deuteriurn. To

dntc the nmtelj~ls used hRv(’ been of the getle~~l
!

form HO -. With hL ese

raterinls hydrogen or deuter{um compriqes Rhout 107 of the total mass. For most.

exp~rimenls thp cflrhon,oxygetI,~nd other I)orllly(lt.ogetlotlsnuclei are a source of

bAC.m~I.W\!lId Wh~(’h 11111S( he taken (:RI”Qof .Iv?(lRLt?f\l].oyper~mental design and

L’01”1’ecliol)sInn(l(? t () ( 11*$n(’(lUil’(Vl s(’RtteI’111/{dnla, 111 some (:~ses the

(’on t.(?nlp I at~(l Pxpel”imPl)t may 1101 I)c’ Iensth]o \)O(AtISP ()! ltie 1~1’g~ I)ackgtxmn(i.

With tlluslntlc nlptt]odvnilo\Is1111[~1~1hnvtaheel)l~t)lnlIzvd 11) @Rs@lltially p[ll’e

01’111 of R s~l)gle f’1’ytatnl (’nl)

‘1’ho Velv low tempe~~ttlte

with (lie t)t”(lt? f(>l’(’Q method
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presents particularly severe problems for experiments considering a brute-force

polarized target. The heating caused by charged particle beams will raise the

temperatureof the sample, which results in lower polarization. For example, an

energy loss of 1 MeV per particle with an incident beam intensity of 1

picoamp (= 6.25 X 106 particles p~i- second), results in a heat load of 1 pwatt

(10 ergs/see). Dilution refrigeratorsare available that can absorb heat loads

of this amount while maintaining the temperatureof the refrigerant liquid at

20 mK or less; however, at these very low temperatures, the Ka.pitzaresistance

between the material and refrige::ant becomes significant. Herringa11 has

estimated that with a heat load of 0.5 PW at 0.01 K the proton polarization will

decrease from 75% to 44% in a sample of TiH2. The very large magnetic field of

6-10 T bendi .he trajectory of scattered charged psrticle~; the amount of

bendin~ will limit the lowest-momentumparticle that can be detected.

Vii. P0LAi7TZEI’)IJC TARGE~LAMPF PROPOSAL E955—.—.......—--— —.—. ——

As an ex~mple of a DNP polarized nuclear target, we consider LAMPF proposal

E955, “Seauch for Expe)irnentalProof of the t3~lstenceof Lowel Componf’lltsin the

Nuclear Wale Function.’t This experiment requires n polarized ‘3C target; it is

propnsccl to be done in thlee stages, each s,age corresponding to a d!fferent
. . .

target polarization d!tectlot~,i.e., n, !, and s. The experiment consists of

el,lst

polRr

1?(’1111

expel’

Cal.iy scattering polnrized protons from polnrized l~c and measuring the

Zntiollof the S(’llttere(iplotoll,”‘i’Ilefeasibility of polarizing l~C by D@lP

q(les Wns established previously nt (XRN,”12113 1II the first CERN

I(;ll! ((:111)) ‘‘Cll)ollj,

2,!)T field n!)d fi

polnllznlloli” of )1%
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aims to measure J - 13~ elastic scattering. Excellent momentum :esolution as

provided by the LAMPF HRS spectrometer is required to separate the 13C elastic

events from other nuclei in the target. E7.astic events from 12C are of

particlllar concern because it may not be possible to separate these from 13C at

all angles where measurements are desired. Because of this concern, the

matsrial chosen for the experiment

!!
HO-1? -1~ -OH. This enriched material has a

commercially, and the feasibility for

established.13

was 99% lgC-enriched ethanediol

minimal amount of 12C, is available

polarizing 13C in it has been

The bending of the elastically scattered protr,nsat 500 MeV is about 15°

for an ; type 2.S T polarizing field. This amount of bending deflects the

prol.onstoo much, so they are not detected. Further investigatio~ revealed that

by offsetting the center of the polarizing magnet 3/16” upstream and 7/16” beam

left of the HRS physical pivot, then for the 10°-300 angular range desired, the

scattered protons can be detected.

The ac(ual exlerinlental resolution that catl be obtained is affected by

multiple scattering and energy loss in the metal of the target cryostat. In

order to reduce these effects as much as possible, special mylar windows were

designed and tested vacuum-tight at cryogenic temperatures. Windows Of this

type wil~ be {Ilsttilledol~ tile refrigerator thereby substantially reducing

multiple scatter~ng At]denergy 10ss

The experiment consists of a three spin measurement wllotc*the polarization

()f the scattered proton IS al~alyzedwith a polnr{metero To keep r~lnningtimes

mnnngeahle, he~m rul”l-elltsas high as possit)le at”P desired. A practical.

Itmltnl{on on the l)emn{utensity is rnriintIon dnmnge to the tntget mnterinlso

Beam heating effects at (),5K a]e vely SIIIRI1. Expel-imentnlly,l~dint{ull damnge

IllalljfeslsIIsell Ill a (i$Jl@1’101i31i 011 of tal’gf$t polnl”lzntloll, Vltli llydt-ogei~
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targets, after a flux of about 10ld particles/cm2 have traversed the sample,

polarization is reduced to I/e of the original vaiue.14 The corresponding flux

has not been measu]sd for 13C, bII~ we expect it to be similar to that for

t,ydrogen because the radiation damage mechanism should be essentially the same

for both nuclei. 1’olarizationcan oe partially restored by “annealing” the

target, which consists of raising the temperature to 120-140 K for a few mii~utes

and then cooling back down. Repolarizjllg the target yi?lds a maximum

polarization a few perce~lt less than what was obtained priu: j the 1014

particles/cm2. ‘Theradiation damsging and annealing process can be repeated

several times before the damaged material must be replaced. The amount of beam

current that can be reasonably tolerated is a question that re~~only be answered

by direct experiment. Systematic effects such as a local depolarization within

the sample must be carefully monitored, This requires ca~eful experimental

design to ensure that one is able to measur~ quantities sensitive to this

effect.

VII.

date

Uti]

(’nmp

CONCL(JSION———

MFtny nuclei have been polti:izedby either static or dynamic methods. To

Only /3 very few nuclPi, primarily hydrogen and deuterium, have beet)

zed in scattering experiments, ‘1’lIishas be n due it~part to the technical

Pxity ()f tllP tnl!;et~ and in sore= (’ns~n to thp lrith~r ~evet-e Iimitationq

imposc(lby the VaIlous polnt:izingmethods. The development of dynamic nuclear

polarization) techniques cobpled wlltllllef~ozell-spinconcept, whicl)utilizes a

powelf~l]dll.\lt~onrclrigernlor,offers the hope ttl~t several tlU(’lei with 7,> 1

may be po

S(’nttel’illg

Ie(’hlll(’111

,nl’ l’zc?(i, tll(!

experiments

plol)l(vls w
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developing nev target rna?.erials. Such an effort requires the effective

collaboration of personnel with expertise in nuclear-scatteringexperiments,

low-temperaturecryogenics, solid state, and polarized

as chemistry.

A somewl?at restricted number of experiments

utilizing nuclei ~hat have alfe?‘.’been polarized with

target physics, as well

can probably be performed

the conventional methods.

Because of the very stuonq magnetic fields associated with the brute-force

polarization, urilizaticn of this technique will probably focus on experiments

that detect either neutral or ~{!lativeiyhig’.-momenturn charged particles.
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